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Wordpress download manager

WordPress is an excellent platform for blogging or hosting a website. However, it has evolved into much more than that. It is a powerful content management system that powers about 37% of the internet, and thanks to a few WordPress download manager plugins, it can handle a variety of different files needs. Kentone native WordPress users have the
ability to manage file downloads, although this is not the easiest nor the most efficient way to manage files. Plus, the native function doesn't have half the features of many of the new and popular WordPress download manager plugins now available to help you handle files. In this post, we will take a look at the best download manager plugins to help you
improve WordPress' file management features. Ready? Let's go! WordPress Download Manager Plugins Index Depends on your specific goals and needs, there are a variety of both free and premium WordPress plugins that can handle any file download management needs. 1. WordPress Download Manager (free) WordPress Download Manager plugin the
free version of WordPress Download Manager includes password protection, limited view, and multiple domain support. The password protection package allows users to protect a full package of files or each specific file of a package using password. It's a simple, easy-to-use download manager. It is also one of the most actively updated WordPress
download manager plugins. The WordPress Download Manager plugin has both free and paid versions. The premium solution adds value by incorporate more features and gives you better customer support. It starts at $59 but goes up for developers who need more licenses. There are also dozens of add-ons to consider. These come in handy if you're
planning on expanding on the core plugin. You can also select and select the features you'd like to use instead of going for the entire premium package. For example, some of the addons include download limitations, linked products, and private mesaging. Some of the addons are free, but others are anywhere from $49 to $100. Top features for this
WordPress Download WordPress Manager Download the plugin built so that adding a download is the same as doing a new WordPress post. The plugin has a drag and drop upload module for you to immediately grab items from your computer and drop them off your website file manager. You have some options for maximum overriding are uploading
imposed by WordPress. All uploading files in the WordPress plugin Download Manager are protected. Connect the plugin to a wide range of third-party storage systems such as Google Drive and Dropbox. Switch around the controller so that some users are able to view and download files while others are enforced. You are providing settings to change the
link icons for Download buttons. Set download modules all on your website with the help of shortcodes and widgets. The file manager supports several types of files including MP4 videos. You access a assets manager to visually create and edit files. This includes support for previewing video and audio. Quite a few ads are sold for you to upgrade to different
features. The plugin has premium options for creating a digital store, with tools for PayPal integration, sales click one, and coupon management. You have access to mobile apps to view notifications about when users download and install your files. Free themes are provided for launching a blog or website that sells or has all hostages online files. Reviews
4.1 out of 5 stars (WordPress.org) active installation 100,000 + PHP not listed in 2. Advanced File Manager (free) the Advanced File Manager eliminates the need for FTP and cPanel tasks, providing a user-friendly and powerful solution for editing and adding your own site files. The directory path to root is fully editable. In addition, the plugin lets you add a
shortcode to your site to grant access to some users for full file management capabilities. Files are accessible from the root directory and other files throughout your site. You can complete many actions such as uploading, creating files, renamed, and archiving. PDF previews are also available so that you don't have to open all the files individually. Advanced
WordPress announcing plugin's light and elegant file manager comes in handy for beginners, and the video and audio previews help out for quickly checking files in your directory. The search functionality portfolio also plays a huge role to speed up your productivity. From keyboard shortcuts to multiselection tools, the Advanced File Manager plugin has a
solid infrastructure for those who want an effective way to take care of file movement, uploads, and deletion. Top features for this WordPress download manager A advanced file shortcode provides to provide access to the user logged in to your choice. The shortcode also offers restricted user roles, private folder paths, and terms. You can upload your files
directly to any folder in the directory. Browsing history is stored for you to look back on what was done before. The file manager works on all mobile devices. Thumbnails and previews are shown for all files so that you know what is being stored. This is a high-performance plugin that doesn't lag or weigh down your website. The plugin provides a file search
module for locating items in seconds. You can calculate file directory size with the click of a button. Image editing can be done from the plugin. You can move any file to the garbage. All the root directory files are fully editable. The mimic plugin and replace the functionality of an FTP connection. Review 4.8 out of 5 stars (WordPress.org) Active Installation
30,000 + PHP version 5.0.0 or above 3. File sharing for WordPress (Free and Premium) Shared Folder for WordPress is a free plugin for listing and managing files on a WordPress site. All files shared on your site can be downloaded and used by anyone you grant access It works by adding files to your WordPress admin, then setting a shortcode
somewhere on your site for people to download that file. What's more, is that you can host your files that people will download. Creating a list or group file in categories makes things easier for users. The premium version sells for $19.99, and offers additional features such as bandwidth usage limitations, file sorting, and layout options. File sharing for
WordPress plugin It's also worth mentioning that the premium plugin gives you priority customer support and password protection. That way, you always know your records are safe, and you have someone to talk to if something doesn't seem right. In general, the plugin provides a clean and simple interface for all users, and most of the settings are configured
right out of the box, meaning that you typically don't have to change anything for it to start working. Top features for this WordPress Download Manager upload files such as spreadsheet and your WordPress admin PDFs. Organize these files so that users can find them the same they would like to download. The plugin offers a shortcode for you to put a
Download Button somewhere on your site. All shared folders are logged on to the backend of your WordPress site, allowing you to easily manage them. The default settings will perform the trick for the majority of plugin users. The plugin allows you to list all of your downloads on any WordPress site page. You can share files from third-party storage sources
such as Google Drive and Dropbox. You have the option to include an individual file on a WordPress post. This is done with a shortcode. Notifications are sent to the admin when a file is uploaded. The plugin tracks the number of downloads for you to see who they are doing the best. The Pro version incorporates several other advanced features such as
sorting files and counting loading files. There's an option for a search bar to find specific names and descriptions. The estimate plugin when you get close to your bandwidth limit. The Pro version of the plugin contains tools for password protecting files before people download them. You can also set expiration dates as well. Limit the number of times users
can download each file. Review 5 out of 5 stars (WordPress.org) active installation 100+ PHP not listed in 4. File Manager (Free + Premium) File Manager is an efficient, flexible, and versatile integrated platform that can help simplify your workflow by enabling features such as editing, deleting, copying, pasting, uploading, downloading, and compressed
versions of your files and folders directly from the backend of WordPress. This plugin will save you time so you don't have physical with SFTP. File Manager WordPress Plugin File Manager WordPress Plugin contains a core version that's completely free. You can also choose to upgrade the premium version for $25. This opens up all kinds of features for
user permissions, max upload file sizes, and shortcode generating. What's great about Plugin is that the free version is ideal for most businesses, see As it allows for archiving, moving files, and copying. There's even a code editor with syntax checks for people interested in working with the most advanced tools. Along with PDF previews and automatic
resizing files, the File Manager plugin performs the trick for a low cost. Top Features for this WordPress Download Manager plugin has a shortcode for non-logged users so you can let public visitors download files from your site. Various operations can be performed with files and folders on a remote server. The admin can create, archive, and extract files
(zip, sparse, target, gzip). The plugin includes a multi-file section. Admins can copy/move files by simply dragging or dropping. Control which file types can be uploaded or downloaded. Code reviews before saving files to ensure your site won't go down while updating code. Deleted files can be moved to trash. Accessing files inside and outside of WordPress
by editing the root directory. It's easy to preview common file types, including the media. (video, audio, mp3, PDF, thumbnails, etc.) If you are looking for an alternative to SFTP or cPanel, this may work. The plugin allows you to backup and restore items such as theme files and media components. You can upload directly to the media library. A drag and drop
upload fonts provided. Several several keyboard shortcuts come along with the plugin. These make it easy to locate files, complete quick tasks, and speed up your workflow. You have the option of calculating the size of your rectory. Your entire browsing history is available to check back on what was done in the past. Reviewing 4.8 out of 5 stars
(WordPress.org) Active Installation 600,000 + PHP version 5.2.4 or above 5. Easy Digital Downloads (Free) Easy Digital Downloads WordPress Plugin Easy Digital Downloads is primarily an ecosystem solution for any type of digital download, but it can also manage multiple file downloads for each downloaded product. That makes it a great option if you
have different prices for products or had product packages. It comes with PayPal and Manual Payment as the default payment options, but others can be added for a fee. If you want to learn more about Easy Digital Downloads here is the complete guide. The lab plugin integrates the WordPress tool for selling digital items to anyone who decides to come to
your site. In short, you can upload these files to your site, list them as an ecosystem product, then automatically send download links to emails as people decide to purchase. You can upload a wide variety of files such as software, documents, and graphics. Payment gates integrated with the plugin, and support for PayPal Standard and Amazon Payment
right out of the box. The free version is just enough to start selling your digital goods and organize them so that people can find the right records. After that, you must either upgrade with the award or opt for one of the many addons paid. For example, the majority of the payment lookup requires a premium extension. Top Features for this WordPress
Download Manager Easy Downloads (EDD) provides file management and download functionality for dozens of types of files such as graphics, songs, and ebooks. Localization is offered to translate the plugin into other languages besides English. Payment gates are provided either through the basic plugin or by upgrading with one of the extensions. Block
some of your users from downloading items. Offer an unlimited number of file downloads for your products. Customers can create their own account page to look back on downloads and items have long tougher to have been purchased in the past. Track all download activities in the admin dashboard. Use the REST API to integrate with external applications.
The plugin offers full report data to understand how well your downloads are sold and connected up with a bookkeeping app. You can integrate EDD with a large collection of other apps such as MailChimp, Band, and Zapier. List all of your downloaded files on product pages. The full shopping cart is a great solution for quickly processing payment and
provides download links to your customers. Automation is a large part of the EDD kentone, see as how emails are sent to you and customers when purchases and downloads are made. The premium subscription offers advanced tools such as email marketing features and the ability to sell subscription download. EDD has a library of extensions for areas
such as accounting, analytics, and gates. Review 4.7 out of 5 stars (WordPress.org) Active Installation 60,000 + PHP version 5.3 or higher 6. WooCommerce (free) WooCommerce Plugin WooCommerce is a free ecommerce plugin that allows you to sell anything in your WordPress site. Building integrated seamlessly with WordPress, WooCommerce is one
of the world's favorite eCommerce solutions that provides both store owners and comprehensive control developers. Be sure to check out our WooCommerce tutorial. How does it serve as a plugin download manager? It looks like easy Digital Downloads, where you're able to upload all of your digital files and host them for sale online. There is no reason to
consider WooCommerce if you have no intention of selling the items. WooCommerce serves as both a file manager and an ankomes platform. Therefore, it makes the most sense if you need the functionality for both of those. As for management of download files, WooCommerce includes support for digital goods, such as for when you would like to sell your
ebook or music tracks. The plugin supports most larger file types, so it typically depends on what you can upload to WordPress. Next, WooCommerce gives you the option to provide instant downloads to clients and send emails with download links. Link this to your payment gate, and get a good WooCommerce theme, and you'll all be set to host and sell
your digital files. Top for this WordPress Download Manager WooCommerce function as a download manager and ekomes store full and shopping cart. The plugin features an environment for uploading digital products and marking them as downloadable. You can immediately place these files on your website as nicely generated page formats. The central
dashboard provides key furniture such as downloads for your products. Choose to have activation downloads for purchase, and consider giving away your files for free. You can also list them for a price and connect the plugin through payment gates. Two itinerary payments are already included for free. Dozens of others are given as extensions. You can
restrict users for all of your downloads, either cut back on the number of downloads per item or block some users completely. There are very few limitations on the types of files you can upload, and offer for download, on your website. For example, many stores sell PDFs, MP3s, or WAV files. WooCommerce offers unique capabilities to host your digital
downloads as ekomes collections. Highlight these on your homepage page and organize them so that customers can find them easily. Review 4.6 out of 5 stars (WordPress.org) Active Installation 5+ million PHP version 7.0 or higher 7. Multiverso (Premium) Multiverso performs the trick for front file management and encrypted downloads. It's one of the top
solutions if you'd like to add some security to your download manager and potentially block downloads for some users. This is a premium plugin that sells for $30 on CodeCanyon. You also have the option of an extension for the amount of time you have premium support for a price. In addition to the low cost, the Multiverso plugin has many other benefits
such as advanced theme compatibility, localization, and shortcode support. For example, this allows you to upload files directly to your site, drop a shortcode on one page, then let your client download these files to their own computers. Multiverso WordPress Plugin You also access six widgets. These are great for adding Download Buttons to places such as
frames and feet. Some other features to look forward to include the front upload feature. With this, you can pass control over your users, revealing upload buttons on the front and even some file management tools. The remote upload option is also useful if you're not on a computer. Another reason to consider the Multiverso plugin is because it has the option
to limit file upload size and access management. Encryption is a big part of the plugin as well. To provide an example, you may want to ensure that downloads are protected while being downloaded by your clients. Or, perhaps you'd like to completely block downloads for certain files. Regardless, it's usually possible to tear up the transfer of these files. The
encryption adds a certain level of security to minimize your concern. Top Features for This WordPress Download Manager Multiverso Plugin Combined Front And Downloading for files and management download by admins and clients alike. Downloading files and downloads are encrypted for improved security. You have the option to attach a direct link to
your file. That way, there is no need to actually upload the file. Switch around your access rules so that only some users can upload and download files. The plugin includes settings for switching around file upload limitations and max file sizes. Uploading a file and incorporate a download link for this file is similar to creating a WordPress post. Several
shortcodes come with the plugin for list sharing and collection of files. Six widgets can be used to add Download buttons to your website. Advanced features are included for developers to connect the plugin with third-party apps and perform their own customizations. Review 4 out of 5 stars (CodeCanyon.net) active installation 1,200 + PHP not listed in 8.
Lana Downloads Manager (Free) Lana Downloads the Plugin is super simple and free. It enables the management of local files via WP Upload and remote files. If you're looking for something basic and lightweight, this works great. Some of the basic functionality includes a counter system and a log system. These pairs screamed for counting the number of
downloads and folders in your system. It also comes in handy to measure file size, just in case you start reaching your server limitations. Lana Downloads the Plugin Plugin Manager is ready to go right after you install it on your WordPress site. It works by requiring you to upload digital content to your admin. You can choose from the long list of supported
files, from audio clips to videos and images. After you upload the files it's all organized on one page. You can name the files and specify whether or not you would like for users to download them. All files uploaded to the Lana Downloads Manager plugin get a URL and the shortcode assigned to them. That way, you can either share a link to the download
directly to clients or insert that shortcode into any page or post of your choice. There's even a download counter next to each of the files for you to check on the popularity of each item. Top Features for this WordPress Download Manager Lana Downloads Plugin is a lightweight download manager that doesn't cause any conflict with your theme or other
plugins. It's also easy to navigate and move your download links to other parts of your website. All files are organized into one section on your admin. You can use shortcodes to set Download buttons anywhere on your website. As an example, you may consider putting a shortcode in a blog post for people to download an audio file. The log system is there
for you to look back at the history of downloading and downloads. A download count is shown next to all files. The plugin settings are ready to go without any changes, making it ideal for a simplistic setup, and for beginners. All downloads are named and categorized for easy searching. You can copy for a download and share it with anyone. The plugin
provides options for managing and uploading files locally and from remote devices. Quite a few free plugins are provided by the same developer, with options for adding widgets, working on SEO, and improving security. All of this integrates with Lana Downloads the Plugin Manager. Review 5 out of 5 stars (WordPress.org) active installation 2,000 + PHP not
listed in 9. File Manager (Premium) File Manager has a generic name, but it packs quite a few features of such a small plugin. For starters, File Manager sells for $20 on CodeCanyon, making it an affordable option for those interested in a powerful download management solution. The plugin includes a widget to manage your files from multiple locations.
There's also a direct login tool to give users access to downloads. Public and private folders are options, as well as support for files that are not typically enabled on WordPress. The download counter is worth looking in, and the protected download security URL is sure to facilitate worry about whether digital downloads are completely secure. File Manager
WordPress Plugin Additionally, the File Manager plugin provides a drag and drop file uploader, turning the process into a simple drag and click movement. You can also control who has access to the files that are being downloaded. To give you an idea of how to work, imagine your organization want internal employees to download media files for clients. You
obviously don't want anyone random to do this, so it makes sense to restrict users. Some of the other elements to look for include custom image links and support type icon types. This adds a more visual experience to your long list of files. Along with that, you have access to a fetch and sorting options where you type in a keyword to find a file in seconds.
Top feature for this WordPress Download Manager File Manager plugin has to download link labels to meet URL cleaning. The searching and sorting is great for speed up your workflow. File icons and custom images are there in more easily identified files based on images. The admin gets to decide on what types of users are able to download and view
certain files. You can create and manage subfolders and folders for better organizations. The plugin has a drag and drop feature so that all you need to do is move a file from your computer to upload tools online. A file manager is widget provided for updating download and upload features on other parts of your website. You get to choose whether you would
like to publish a private or publish folder. Not every file type is supported in WordPress, but the File Manager plugin expands the number of files you can upload to your server. The plugin has a download counter to understand how popular your downloads become. Select to create user groups based on which content they have downloaded by whom. The
plugin is lightweight and a modern It's also easy to learn how to navigate the files and folders. Review 4 out of 5 stars (CodeCanyon.net) active installation 870+ PHP not listed in 10. WooCommerce attached to me! (Premium) WooCommerce attached to me! not for everyone, but it serves as a complete file manager for WooCommerce sites. Not only does it
provide a system for sending download links to customers who purchase items, but it contains unique tools for organizing these files and categories into previous download sections. A good example of this would be to add a PDF download file to a receipt when someone buys software from your company. This might be a manual, video, or additional photo to
give people an idea of how to use the software. The file downloads are possible for digital and physical products, and your clients even have access to their own file upload button. WooCommerce attached to me! Plugin All link files are guaranteed by the plugin and your users only receive links to download after an automatic email sends them. In general,
you have two methods to organize and share files with users. One of them is to connect to the downloads on product pages. There is no need to pay for these downloads, as it's more of a link being added to the page. The other option is to add the download link to your command emails. The plugin also has a clean admin module for changes around the files
and identifies who they have downloaded the most. Keep in mind that there isn't a free version of this download plugin. Having said that, the $22 price tag from CodeCanyon is very reasonable. Top Features for This WordPress Download Manager With this plugin you can upload attachment files to product pages and order emails. The file manager allows for
a wide range of file types such as PDFs, Word Docs, and MP3s. A tab downloads is accessible for both admins and clients. That way, a user can go back to see all the downloads they acumned. Automated emails get sent for orders, and templates for adding digital download links. You can bulk upload and delete files on your WordPress admin. Shortcodes
are available for updating download links anywhere on your website. The plugin allows you to preview the file downloads so that you can host them without opening each one. Customers are able to download all the files from their own accounts on the front. Add expiration date files to some of your files. All file links are secure so that only the owners of that
link can download the files. You can set it up so that your shop automatically attach certain downloads to orders depending on product variants. This serves as an easier way to manage extra product documentation, instead of trying to connect to these items in product description or elsewhere. Reviews 4.99 out of 5 stars (CodeCanyon.net) Active Installation
1,100+ PHP Not listed in 11. File Manager plugin for WordPress (Premium) the File Manager plugin for WordPress is quite powerful there is a big user ktefas. The plugin is only sold on CodeCanyon for $19, making it yet another expensive option for managing your downloadable files on a WordPress site. A few components stand out for the File Manager
plugin, including the fact that all uploads are completed using a drag and drop system. Speed this up the process and ensure that all skill levels can use the tool. There is also front access, which is important if you plan on letting clients or employees upload their own files or download the provided admin files. Multiple Theme Plugin Manager comes with your
purchase of the File Manager plugin for WordPress plugin. Although this is not essential for an effective download manager, it expands on the facts that sometimes flow and where buttons perform or break whether people are willing to use a belief. With this plugin, you're able to customize the platform so that you're entirely comfortable with the way it looks.
File sharing is possible through the plugin, along with quick tools for uploading larger files and folders. Some of the most unique features include the built-in editor and the editor's image, both of which replaced the need for third-party tools that would complete the same tasks. It's also worth mentioning that a PSD/PDF editor is provided, expanding even more
about the number of tools that allow you to edit or view the files without accessing them through an FTP connection or on your local computer. These are preferred advanced editors. For example, the image-based Photoshop editor, makes for a beautiful experience without the actual need for Photoshop. You can adjust user access by identifying which of
your users should be able to look in and download certain files. Image thumbnails appear when searching for files in the plugin. The plugin has a short generator so you can offer front access to your file download feature. Multiple themes help in making the download and area files easier to navigate. If anything, they allow users to feel comfortable with the
headrn and customize it to their own desires. Notification emails get sent when someone downloads a file. These are sent to both admins and users downloading. The Google Docs viewer is great for connecting to your docs stored in this system. The plugin provides tools for creating user groups and sharing specific files from these groups. For example, you
may need to share a contract with a few employees and only those employees. The automatic folder creation cuts down on time needed to generate brand new files. You can prohibit access if unprecedented users try to download files or if you finish part ways with an associate that is used to have access. The majority of file types reveal thumbnail images to
add some customizations and make file identification faster. Revised 4.5 out of 5 (CodeCanyon.net) Active Installation 3,500 + PHP not listed at 12. Group File Access WordPress plugin (Premium) Groups to Access WordPress plugin file groups to provide links to download files only for authorized users. All other access to files is enforced, depending on the
membership of the user group. Many of the other WordPress manager options to download on this list have this functionality, but this one focuses far more on content restrictions and protects the files on your website. That's why we recommend File Access Group on alternatives if security is a top priority for you. There are no free plugins, but you can get the
premium version of Access File Group for $29 on CodeCanyon. Group File Access WordPress plugin after installing this plugin, your WordPress site turns into a hub for generating exclusive groups where you share files and connect only with the people of your choosing. Videos, documents, and images are all supported, and restrictive settings ready to
setup on each of them. Additionally, the plugin has integrated streaming protected so no one stardust your content. The multisite support is an intriguing feature, considering you may have shared files on a network of multiple WordPress sites. We also enjoy that the File Access Groups plugin includes a nice file management area to move around files, delete
some, and add more. Imports are always completed via FTP, but it is worth noting that imported essentials are allowed. Top Features for this WordPress Download Manager plugin allows you to restrict access to downloads of authorized user groups. This means that you'll have to restrict them every time you make records available to the public. Select Limit
the number of downloads per user. You have the opportunity to set unlimited downloads as well, but this is a nice feature if you don't want users to download the files over and over. The plugin supports full WordPress multisite file sharing, type in several WordPress sites so that all of them get to upload and download files in the plugin. The consolidated file
management area of one module in WordPress. It's modern enough and fairly basic for all users to understand. You can upload files via FTP and import if you plan on bringing huge collections of files on your servers. The plugin improves on WordPress secure files by adding file access restrictions and user authorization. They send automatic notifications to
send if someone gives access to a group of files. These notifications go out for other things like when a download is completed. The flexible shortcodes get generated automatically and are typically used to provide a front download area and file access center. All streaming media presented on your website are protected with the help of integrated protection
support. All types of media supported by WordPress are also enabled when being uploaded and managed through this plugin. You have the option to scan for files on your computer before deciding on of files you would like to import to your server. Reviews 4.3 out of 5 stars (CodeCanyon.net) Active Installation 1,400 + PHP Not listed in 13. WordPress File
Download Manager (Premium) WordPress Download Folder Manager now costs $17 on CodeCanyon, with the upgrade option for additional client support. The whole point of the plugin is to give your WordPress users access to files, all without compromising the security of these files. If you end up being one of the users with access to one or more files, all
you have to do is log in to the site with your WordPress username and password. A dedicated login panel is provided so that it is not explicitly available to the public. All downloading files and downloads are very secure to not only allow downloads from people who have the file URL and assign access. WordPress File Download Manager Plugin The
WordPress Download File Manager integrates nicely with WordPress with popular themes. There is no need to customize the kentone, as it already is fairly barebones and means complete a task and doesn't necessarily look very. From Outlook to a user, this person logs into your site with the credentials and sees all of the last user downloads and possible
files for download. That's it! As for the admin, a reserve page to upload your files, change description and name, and restrict whether all users can download these files or not. Top feature for this WordPress Download Manager Plugin features the ability to give users a specific login to download these files. This involves unique login credentials and a secret
page on the website that no one else knows about. Admin of the site gets to manage and upload all the files from a module to the WordPress dashboard. Each download has increased security, with support for exclusive links with user token. You have the immutant ability to block any user from certain files. That's half the user wants and opens up the
potential for removing users in the future. All files supported by WordPress are also supported in the WordPress Download File Manager plugin. The file management module is clean and simple for both admins and users. Developers see it as overkill to get fancy with your design, so the main goal is to get files uploaded and downloaded properly. Don't
expect any customization settings for this plugin. Review 4 out of 5 stars (CodeCanyon.net) active installation 1,600 + PHP No list 14. WP Download (Premium) WP Folder's Download Plugin is a premium extension only, but it is important to note that this plugin actively updates monthly. If you're looking for a plugin with solid developer support, this is one you
should consider. It's also available in different languages. The pricing starts at $29 for the plugin. This gets you six months of premium support, and the options upgrade every six months. You'll also find some other pricing plans if you'd like for additional addons and site licenses. WP Download the Plugin Card Theme Packs in the plugin, open up your
creativity and let you have a bit of a say like how the system looks. The file manager is powerful yet simple to understand, and drag and drop fonctives, beautiful thumbnails, and a clean interface that most people should be able to understand. You can restrict access download files and changes that are even able to view the files on your website. You may
have also noticed that the majority of managers to download in this list have no Gutenberg functionality. That doesn't mean they'll break the Gutenberg system, but rather that they have no drag and drop tool that's integrated. This is not the case with the WP File Download plugin. It provides two dedicated blocks for loading WordPress files on the front. It's
also nice to know that the plugin is integrated with popular file storage services such as Google Drive and Dropbox. Top feature for this WordPress Download Manager plugin contains one of the sleekest file organization modules, incorporring visual thumbnail, bright colors, and drag and drop foncation. It looks similar to most Apple software. You can upload
as many files as you want, and it doesn't matter what type of files are added. Define which users are able to download the files you provide. You can grant access to all files or only decide to allocate individual files to certain people. The plugin offers two Gutenberg modules so that your Download buttons are easy to place anywhere on your website. This
completely removes the need for widgets and shortcodes, and is a feature that most of the competition lacks. Link your website to cloud storage files and shared services such as Google Drive and OneDrive. Dropbox is also a possibility. Colors and the customization settings appear to be more advanced than the competition. Use these settings to match the
design plugin in your theme. You can even do it so that the upload and download module looks brand just for your company. The file search engine introduces a wide variety of powerful search tools. Some of them include full text searching, filtering categories, and file orders based on date or file types. There are also filtering tag, file previews, and the ability
to become compatible with the native WordPress search bar. Notification emails get sent for several tasks including downloading new folders and removing folders. You get to decide which emails are sent to users and which of them are reserved for admins. File update with versions to do with the click of a button. The download manager status provides both
simple and complex graphs to understand how well your downloads are doing and if anything needs to be changed in the future. You can preview all files while browsing through the repeats. There's also an option for file downloads to go remote while on the go. Reviews not listed on active installation by listed PHP version are not listed on 15. (Premium)
Although the name doesn't make it sound like a WordPress Download manager, that's exactly what the use-drive plugin you do. In fact, the plugin provides a rather unique ability that is occasionally found in other plugins, but not perfect. Use-your Drive plugin to link your WordPress website to your Google Drive account. With this link, you will be able to
upload all kinds of files to your Google Drive and show them on your site or offer Download button. Imagine your business software selling software. Your product development team is constantly sharing photos, documents, and even audio files. Instead of going to a third-party tool, the Use-You Drive plugin principals those team members in the WordPress



site. They can view and edit all the files they're given access to. What's great is that these files have been pulled from Google Drive, so you also have a wonderful place to manage and upload these files. Use-your Drive WordPress plugin uploading is done in Google Drive or WordPress. The user can preview documents and images online, while also using
the powerful search tool to find the right files. Unique features are included for featuring photos in galleries or featuring continuous cliches for all files. All your content can be broadcast from the website as well. So, if you'd like to have a gallery or a list of videos, simply connect your Google Drive account to the files and the following videos. In general, the
Use-Drive plugin you do exactly the same things as other administrators to download on this list. The main difference is that all files are stored in Google Drive. Therefore, if you already use the free version, or pay for the premium version of Google Drive, this plugin makes sense for your download management. Top Features for this WordPress Download
Manager Plugin features a panel admin organized for connecting to Google Drive in one click and managing your files. The report panel contains history logs and graphs to check in on downloads. You can list your documents, images, and videos on the front of your website. Choose to share certain files with specific groups or individuals. Create shared links
so that your files are secured, again you can continue to distribute the files to the right people. The plugin has the option of previewing or streaming online content. The searching is done with the help of filters and a powerful search bar. The plugin includes a shortcode builder featuring some of your downloadable files elsewhere on your website. You can
upload directly to the Google Drive cloud from convenience to your WordPress dashboard. Reviews 5 out of 5 stars (CodeCanyon.net) active installation 6.100 + Gutenberg compatible? No PHP version is not listed Choose Right WordPress Download Manager plugin depending on your specific needs, there's pretty much a WordPress manager plugin to
download for each scenario. With capabilities such as group collaboration, tracking download, and even simple file organizations, you will be able to find the file management plugin that is right for you. Something keeps in mind is that download administrators come and go. There are no clear winners as we go through this entire list. Some of them have been
around longer than others, but it's not uncommon for well-established download managers to disappear or lose development support after a while. Therefore, we suggest you choose what makes the most sense for your company and tests these out until you find a perfect match. Hopefully, this list of WordPress download manager plugins helps you narrow
down your search. Have we been missing any important WordPress download manager plugins? If so, let us know below in the comments. Also, share your thoughts if you have tested any of these plugins and would recommend them or not other users. If you enjoyed this article, then you'll love WordPress hosting platform. Turbocharge your website and get
24/7 support from our veteran WordPress team. Let's show you the kinsta difference! Check out our plans
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